Yoshiaki Hagiwara at Sony invented Pinned Buried Photodiode in 1975.

NEC used in 1982 Buried Photodiode and KODAK used Pinned
Photodiode in the interline transfer CCD image sensors but
they did not invent Pinned Buried Photodiode.
The evidence is given here and explained that, in 1975 at Sony,
Yoshiaki Hagiwara invented Pinned Buried Photodiode with
the in-pixel Vertical Overflow Drain (VOD) capability.
Hagiwara also developed and reported the details of Pinned
Buried Photodiode in his SSDM1978 paper.
It is also shown here that there is a big difference between
the Pinned Surface Buried Photodiode with Complete Charge
Transfer Capability and the Floating Surface Buried Photodiode
with the serious Image lag problem.
The presence of the adjacent P+ heavily doped channel stops
is important to pin the surface P+ hole accumulation region
to realize Complete Charge Transfer capability and achieve
the important and desired no-image-lag action picture quality.

The conventional PNP static photo transistor already had the
pinned emitter and the pinned collector with the buried base
region. The features of the Pinned Surface and Buried Storage
Region are not new things. We had them since the early 1950s.
The most important feature of the Pinned Buried Photodiode is
the excellent short-wave blue-light sensitivity achieved by the
photo electron-hole pair separation in the surface barrier
electric field formed by a clever P+P Surface Gaussian Double
Doping-engineering proposed by Hagiwara in his 1975 patents.

https://www.sony.com/en/SonyInfo/News/notice/20200626/
In 1975, Sony invented a CCD image sensor that adopted a back-illuminated N+NP+N junction type and an
N+NP+NP junction type Pinned Photodiode (PPD) (Japanese patent application number 1975-127646, 1975127647 Yoshiaki Hagiwara). In the same year, inspired by such structure, Sony invented a PNP junction type
PPD with VOD (vertical overflow drain) function (Japanese Patent No. 1215101 Yoshiaki Hagiwara). After that,
Sony succeeded in making a principle prototype of a frame transfer CCD image sensor that adopted the PNP
junction type PPD technology, having a high-impurity-concentration P+ channel stop region formed near a
light receiving section by ion implantation technology for the first time in the world, and its technical paper
was presented at the academic conference, SSDM 1978 (Y. Hagiwara, M. Abe, and C. Okada, "A 380H x 488V
CCD imager with narrow channel transfer gates", Proc. The 10th Conference on Solid State Devices, Tokyo,
(1978)). In 1980, Sony succeeded in making a camera integrated VTR which incorporated a one-chip frame
transfer CCD image sensor that adopted the PNP junction type PPD.

Theuwissen quoted Hagiwara SSDM1978
paper in his IEDM2005 paper and said,
“Is this structure the mother of
pinned-photodiode or buried diode
or hole-accumulation device ?”.
Theuwissen apparently did not know the details of Hagiwara 1975
patents, JPA1975-127646, JPA1975-127647 and JPA1975-134985 on
the original Pinned Buried Photodiode with the vertical overflow
drain (VOD) function which is identical to the triple junction PNPN
dynamic photo thyristor that Sony named the hole accmulation
diode (HAD) in 1987.
However, Theuwissen quoted the Hagiwara SSDM1978 paper in his
IEDM2005 paper and said, “Is this structure the mother of pinnedphotodiode or buried diode or hole-accumulation device ?”.
Yes, this structure is the Pinned Buried and Hole-Accmulation
Device that Hagiwara invented in 1975 and develped in 1978.
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Toshiba proposed NPN double
junction photodiode in 1978
which has a floating surface
N type charge storage region.
Since the surface N region is
floating, this photodiode has
the serious image lag and cannot
be used for the electrical shutter
application since this photodiode
does not have the complete
charge transfer capability.

NEC proposed PNP double
junction photodiode in 1980
which has a floating surface
P type hole accumulation region.
If the surface was pinned, the
Fig. 2 shown in the NEC patent
could not be possible. NEC
claimed that as long as the
buried N region is completely
drained of photo charge, noImage-lag feature is possible.
But unless the surface is pinned,
the N buried region becomes
floating and NOT pinned. Hence
the complete charge transfer
becomes NOT possible and this
NEC Buried photodiode suffers
the serious image lag problem.
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LOCOS is used for the device Isolation.
Sony did not use LOCOS for imagers.
To avoid the thermal oxidation stress,
Sony used the high energy ion
implantation technology, instead.
This Hitachi photodiode of the N charge
storage region is not a completely
buried photodiode. It has a barrier
causing the incomplete charge transfer
and the serious image Lag Problem.
This is not Pinned Buried Photodiode.

Hynecek in 1979 proposed the virtual
Phase Charge Transfer device with the
Pinned Buried Photodiode structure.
This device has the complete charge
transfer capability and has no serious
Image lag problem.

Hagiwara in 1975 also proposed the
Virtual Phase Charge Transfer Device
with the Pinned Buried Photodiode
structure. This device has the
complete charge transfer capability
and has no serious Image lag problem.
Note that Hynecek 1979 device is
idential to this Hagiwara 1975 device.

